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the next airport i will be reviewing is the orbx london city airport. this is one of the
larger airports ive flown. ive flown it before and ive flown it after the update and no
difference at all. during the default experience i believe the fps ranged in the 60 to
70+ range. its worth noting that im flying with ea disabled as ive been trying to get
ea to work for over a week now. during the default experience, and even with the

new orbx london city airport installed, my fps ranged in the 60 to 70+ range during
the circuit around the airport. i really like the orbx london city airport and will be

awarding it 5 stars. one of the things i did notice with the orbx london city airport is
the very long red taxiway. in addition to the red taxiway, there is also a very long

and wide green taxiway. i cannot get the long and wide green taxiway to match up
with google earth. it appears that most of the green taxiway is not in the right

place. however, the grass texture on the taxiway is quite close to the real thing.
over the past year, many of you have asked me if i would be able to improve the

visual quality of the local airports in fsx/fsx steam edition. so for p3dv5, i put
together a project which took nearly six months to develop. this project is called the
orbx aviator. i spent the first three months working on the open source “aipilot” p3d

addon. this addon is a p3d environment project which is an airport designed
specifically to improve the realism of the airports in fsx. i was able to use the

aviator project to develop the features and settings in the orbx aviator.
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once i had completed the development of the aviator, i started working on the orbx
aviator. it took me until late september to complete the project, so after completing
the project, i realized that the release date for the orbx aviator was september 30th.

the orbx aviator is a p3d environment project which is an airport designed
specifically to improve the realism of the airports in fsx. i was able to use the

aviator project to develop the features and settings in the orbx aviator. the reason i
delayed the release of the orbx aviator is because i wanted to focus on

development on the project. in doing so, i was able to make the aviator a lot more
stable and ready for use. in the past, you could not use the aviator in p3dv5, but

after several months of tweaks, i have now made the aviator a lot more stable and
usable. if you are interested in the new fenestron, its now available for purchase. its

available in the store for €99.99 or you can purchase the complete update for
€199.99. it includes the fenestron, improved landing gear, squash, improvements to
the runway and airport. it does require fsx and prepar3d (pc). for those of you who
have purchased the orx innsbruck airport v1.1, you will need to download the new

1.41 update and install it for the fenestron to work. the other changes do not
require a download. you can read about them in the release notes here. orbx london

city airport scenery is a most excellent fsx scenery. if you are interested in the
scenery or are looking for something else to add to your scenery collection then i

highly recommend orbx's london city airport scenery. well worth the money.
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